Andhra Pradesh Public Service Commission :: Hyderabad.
DEPARTMENTAL TESTS :: NOVEMBER, 2016.
All the objections received from 19th to 26th December, 2016 were complied Paper code wise and referred to an expert Committee. The expert
Committee examined the objections and made its recommendations. Based on the said recommendations, the Commission took decision on
objections on the respective questions and the decision is as below pertaining to the Departmental Tests November, 2016 session. (Notification
No.17/2016).
S.N
o.

Paper
Code

Question ID

01.

004

6325173699

02.

004

6325173612

Answer Gist of Objection
Expert recommendations
as per
key
All the
ACR's of the SI's, As per APPM Vol.I, Part-I, Order
2
Inspector's are maintained under the No.139, Sub order 3, Item VII in the
control of their concerned Ranges
table.
and DSPs ACRs are maintained at
Under the subject: custody of personal
DGP, Office
files. Commission’s key is correct.
Inspector of Police Crimes is the There is one post in District crime
1
controller
of
his
Sub- Record Bureau. Actually there is no
Division/Jurisdiction
post by the designation Inspector
crimes however Inspectors working in
cities are called Inspectors and
Inspectors working in circles/Taluks
they are called Circle Inspectors in
police organisation. There is ambiguity
in the Question.

03.

004

6325173630

2

Permanent
village
book
is
maintained by SHO/Station writer
concerned

Decision of the Commission based
on report of Expert Committee
The objections are without basis.
Given answer is correct

The question is ambiguous. The
question is deleted.

As per APPM, Part-I, Vol.II.
The objections are without basis.
Order No.672 sub order (1).
Given answer is correct
Under the subject of “Records
pertaining to beats”. Commission’s key
is correct.

04.

004

6325173642

1

05.

004

6325173643

4

06.

008

07.

008

As per APPM, Part-I, Vol.III
Order No.953 sub order (6).
Under the subject of “State Human
Rights Commission”. Commission’s key
is correct.
The Home guards is eligible for As per APPM Vol.III, Part-I.
extension of service upto the age of Order No.936, sub order (6).
60 years as per manual
Under the subject of “Discipline and
Administration”. Correct option is (3)
instead of option (4)
State Human Right Commission
have 4 members as per manual

The objections are without basis.
Given answer is correct

Correct option is 3. The answer in
the key is changed to option 3.

3

ANS 4 REFERENCED BOOK BY
A.P.TREASURY CODE VOLUME-2
BY
A.CHAKRADHARA
RAO
AND
A.V.RATNAM PAGE NO-137

As per Treasury Code at page No.605, Correct option is 4. The answer in
the correct option is (4) instead of the key is changed to option 4.
option (3).

3

ANSWER 1 REFERENCED BOOK
A.P.TREASURY CODE VOLUME-2
(BARE
ACT)COMPILED
BY
A.CHAKRADHARARAO
AND
A.V.RATNAM

Commission’s key is correct as per The objections are without basis.
APTC ie., APTC Form-57.
Given answer is correct

2

ANSWER 3 REFERENCED BOOK
A.P.FINANCIAL CODE VOLUME1(BARE
ACT)COMPILED
BY
A.CHAKRADHARARAO
AND
A.V.RATNAM PAGE NO 124.

As per Art.140 of APFC. The correct Given answer is correct.
option is (2) instead of option (3).

3

ANSWER 4 AS PER A.P.FINANCIAL
CODE
VOLUME-1(BARE
ACT)COMPILED BY A.
CHAKRADHARARAO
AND
A.V.RATNAM PAGE NO 71

Commission’s key is correct as per The objections are without basis.
Art.99 of the APFC.
Given answer is correct

--

YAS

Candidate not given any objection
specifically and also Question ID is not
mentioned

632517178

632517152

08.

008

09.

008

10.

008

632517114

632517111
9848094757

-----

11.

008

3

632517126

12.

008

13.

008

14.

008

15.

008

3
632517152

2
632517148

3
632517199

3
632517180

16.

008

17.

008

2

632517125

3

632517111

18.

020

1

6325173773

Article 83 to 86 of AP Financial
Code does not describes any thing
about Head of the office is not
supposed to issue surety to the
employees to obtain loans from any
bank including Nationalised Bank
FOR DRAWAL OF ALL TYPES
OF ADVANCES OF GOVT.
EMPLOYEE WAS ALSO SHOWN
IN FORM 40 OF APTC.
FR 54 DESCRIBES ABOUT ONLY
DISMISSED & RE-INSTATED,
FR. 53 DESCRIBED ABOUT
SUSPENSION.
IN FR RULE 13 ALSO CONTAINS
CONDITIONS REGARDING LIES
OF A GOVERNMENT SERVANTS
WITH FR. RULE 14 & 14-B

The question is ambiguous,
it options are not related ( ie .
to 86 of AP F.C.

Art.83

Commission’s key is correct as per The objections are without basis.
APTC ie., APTC Form-57.
Given answer is correct
Commission’s key is correct as per F.R.
54.

The objections are without basis.
Given answer is correct

Commission’s key is correct as per The objections are without basis.
F.R.14.
Given answer is correct

As per Rule 50 (2) of A.P.RPR, 1980.
In the question it was given that Find The correct option is (2) instead of
option (3).
out Family Pension.
The question is ambiguous, the options
ONLY ON ORIGINAL POST TTA are also not related. The question is
WILL
BE
DRAWN
FOR related to FTA instead of TTA.
ADDITIONAL POST.
THE TEMPORARY ADVANCE
CAN ONLY BE DRAWN WHEN
FIRST ADVANCE ALREADY
TAKEN IS ADJUSTED HAS BEEN
DESCRIBED IN APFC CODE
(ARTICLE 100) ALSO.
As per Educational Statistics
(Andhra
Pradesh
13Districts).
Enrolment 2013-14-ALL(P. No.45).
Total Number of Students enrolled in
Clas VII durig the year 2013-14 is
710980.

The question is ambiguous. The
question is deleted.

Correct option is (2). The answer
in the key is changed to option (2).
The question is ambiguous. The
question is deleted.

Commission’s key is correct as per The objections are without basis.
Art.99 of the APFC.
Given answer is correct

The objection raised by the candidate The question has no answer. The
is correct as per Educational Statistics question is deleted.
(AP-13 Districts) 2013-14 at page-45

19.

089

20.

089

1

63251710898

4

63251710899

21.

089

22.

123

23.

123

2

63251710836

4

6325176276

1

136

1

63251711309

Disburses portion is lost duplicate
issued by DD/DTO. only original
copy lost than AG will issue
In the above question Id. Funeral
charges given to legal heir is one
month pension ,
if pension is less 15000/- than
15000/-will be given. So given all
option s are
wrong.kindly consider the my
answer

I find the objection of the candidate
right/correct. As per GO Ms.No.353,
dt.4.2.2010. An unmarried daughter is
entitled to the benefit life long if she
does not marry or employed. Correct
option among the given in (3)
Yes, the Dist.Treasury Officer issues a
duplicate it disburser’s portion lasts. I
find the objection correct and answer
is option (1)
Yes,
Rs.25,000/- is minimum
entitlement maximum in one month
pension.
None of the option is
correct.

Correct option is 3. The answer in
the key is changed to option 3.

Correct option is (1). The answer
in the key is changed to option (1)

The question has no answer. The
question is deleted.

The question relates to a formula. The question is ambiguous. The
While changing it into image format question is deleted.
for hosting on-line instead of image,
I
CAN'T
UNDERSTAND the link only was displayed. As such
QUESTION
TO
CHOOSE this may be treated as wrong
question.
ANSWER
QUESTION
IS
:80qpc123.jog
-doThe question is ambiguous. The
I CAN'T UNDERSTAND THE
question is deleted.
QUESTION
ANSWER

6325176280

24.

But it was not given in t
As per new GO Ms.No.353 dt 4-1210,family pension
to unmarried
daughter is life long
until she married are she gets
earning capicity. But right answer
given as until 25 years, it applicable
to unma

TO

CHOOSE

Section 389, Cr.PC 1973 deals with the The question is ambiguous. The
powers of the appellate court to question is deleted.
suspend the sentence of a convicted
ANSWER
AS
PER
THE person. The last section in Cr.PC1973
QUESTION PAPER IS Section 489 in Sec.484 and therefore Sec.489
Cr.PC-1973 doesn’t arise.
BUT IT SHOULD BE 389.

25.

136

26.

141

27.

142

3
63251711334
8954564141

-

2
63251713257

28.

142

29.

142

30.

142

1
63251713291

3
63251713264

2

63251713283

31.

142

2

63251713230

32.

142

The answer by the examiner is (3)
Answer is (c)-section 125(1)(c) BUT Sec.125 is correct. It includes all the
clauses and sub-cluses.
IT SHOULD BE 125(1)(d)
PAPER KEY
Objection vague. He did not give any
details of his objection specifically.
This may be rejected.
As per para 555 of AP PWD Ä code, the
answer given by the Commission key is
correct
my answer is correct
As per Art.81 of AP Financial Code, the
answer given by the Commission key is
correct. However, it is out of syllabus.
my answer is correct the Q.No.20
As per S.R.2 of Treasury Rule-10 of AP
Treasury Rules. the answer given by the
Commission key is correct.
my answer is correct the Q.No.35
As per the syllabus given for paper - As per para 264 of AP PWD Ä code, the
2 code 142, it does not include answer given by the Commission key is
Public works "D" Code,
correct
but the question given is from the
above mentioned code.As it is not
from the syllabus, books were not
allow
As per the syllabus given for paper2 code 142, it does not include
Public works "D" Code,
but the question given is from the
above mentioned code.as it is not
from the syllabus books were not
allowe

3

63251713226

As per the syllabus given for paper2 code 142, it does not include
Public works "D" Code, but the
question given is from the above
mentioned code.as it is not from the
syllabus we were unable to tak

The objections are without basis.
Given answer is correct
--

The objections are without basis.
Given answer is correct
The question has out of syllabus.
The question is deleted.
The objections are without basis.
Given answer is correct
The objections are without basis.
Given answer is correct

As per para 342 of AP PWD D code, the The question has out of syllabus.
answer given by the Commission key is The question is deleted.
correct. However, it is out of syllabus

As per para 313 of AP PWD Ä code, the The objections are without basis.
answer given by the Commission key is Given answer is correct
correct

:: 6 ::
In the light of the above, 10 questions are deleted (6 questions ambiguous, 2 incorrect questions and 2 questions out of syllabus). Options are
changed for 5 questions. In case of 2 questions not mentioned any objection specifically and for the 15 objections which are wrong, the answer as per key
is correct.
Sd/- Y.V.S.T.Sai,
Hyderabad,
Dt.18.01.2017.

Secretary.

